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Mountains have always been a major object of human fascination as well as source
of inspiration. Role of the mountains in myths, literature and other cultural
narratives is complex, and ever-changing. From prehistory, when high places were
seen as abodes of gods, via patriarchal narratives of heroism and conquer, we
have come all the way to polished Instagram visions or rigorous datasets of what
becomes an emptied simulacrum of once sacred wilderness.

Communication concerning mountains should always be impactful and contribute
to their future preservation. Theoretical research, however, often feels detached
from the affective reality of the mountains themselves, coding the complex
realities of the mountains either into isolated datasets and numbers wrapped in
complex terminologies, or into abstract musings of spatially-oriented philosophers.

Hence, the project Mountain Revisited strives to marry theoretical, artistic and
individual experience of the mountains through interdisciplinary, affect-oriented
research methods that enable students, and general public to understand the
mountain space from new perspectives. Revisiting our concept of mountains
through fresh pathways could offer deeper insights to what mountains mean to us
beyond mere analytical thought – only through practice theories come alive and
make a real impact.

The plen-air follows a year-long project, which travels through gaps between
theory and practice, research and art, humanities and science. The session will
offer research methods based on working with affects, various media including
field recording, working with sound, and personal narratives and performances.
The methods shared at the plen-air session were implemented and tested during
classes with students and in fieldtrips beyond walls of the academia.

The workshop will start with a coverage of affect-related theories and
methodologies of the mountains and venture towards examples and experiments
from the research and didactic practice, that can be easily implemented in the
later practice of the members of the audience. The presentation will highlight the
importance of fieldwork and being in the mountain space itself, moving to a final
sonic immersion (field recording performance) that will transport the audience
into the soundscape of the mountains near and far.

Fusion of theory and practice shared at the event shall broaden methodological
and didactic inventory of the audience, and contribute to better understanding,
mediation and consequently sustainability of both cultural and natural mountain
spaces for future generations.


